With a wheelchair passenger on board, the ramp is stowed upright in a vertical position.

Features

- 34” wide x 48” two-section total ramp length
- Heavy-duty, 1,000 lb. capacity ramp
- 37” wide x 61” long wheelchair area
- 56.5” clearance entering at top of ramp
- 58” interior height at center of wheelchair area
- Standard 3-passenger seating in second row
- Vehicle can seat 6 passengers including (1) wheelchair position
- Advanced noise elimination for all ramp positions
- Retractable wheelchair restraints and rear floor anchors

ADA compliant accessibility with a removable ramp that stores flat on the floor or in a vertical position.

Driverge’s patented pending revolutionary design allows for a removable ramp to be stowed upright – or flat on the floor as needed. It can also be used outside of the vehicle to help with assisting wheelchair passengers navigate over curbs. This innovative ramp system brings a new solution to the market for managing all your fleet and rider requirements.
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